ABSTRACT The roadside deployed light detecting and ranging (LiDAR) has been a solution to fill the data gap for the transition period from the unconnected-vehicles environment to the connected-vehicles system. For the roadside LiDAR system, background filtering is an initial but important step. This paper presented a raster-based method for background filtering with roadside LiDAR data. The proposed method contains four major parts: region of interest (ROI) selection, rasterization, background area detection, and background array generation. The location of the background points was stored in a 3D array. The performance of the raster-based method was tested with the data collected at different scenarios. The comparison to the stateof-the-art also confirmed the robustness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Light detecting and ranging (LiDAR) is originally a remote sensing method that uses light to measure the distance. LiDAR has recently become prevalent in transportation engineering, it can be used in such as asset data collections, traffic data collection, and so on [1] . The traditional LiDARs can be divided into two parts by the different types of installation: airborne LiDAR, mobile LiDAR, and terrestrial LiDAR. The airborne LiDAR is usually installed on a helicopter or drone, which can be used for digital terrain models extraction, city 3D reconstruction, and flood control [2] - [5] . The on-board LiDAR, also called mobile-LiDAR, has been applied for automated extraction of road markings [6] , [7] , sidewalk detection [8] , pedestrian identification [9] , road boundary detection [10] , and vehicle tracking [11] on autonomous vehicles [12] . In recent years, the concept of the roadside deployment of the LiDAR gradually appeared, namely, the roadside LiDAR. It is also called stationary LiDAR or side-fire LiDAR refers to the LiDAR installed in a fixed location temporarily or permanently [13] .
One major application for deploying the roadside LiDAR is to serve the connected-vehicle technology [14] . Connected vehicles can provide extended distance for drivers
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(or autonomous systems) to ''see'' around corners or ''through'' other vehicles via the real-time communication of vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure. Therefore, safety threats and traffic changes require to be perceived earlier in a connected-vehicle environment [15] . The full benefits of connected-vehicle systems need all vehicles to be equipped with connected-vehicle devices and broadcast highresolution micro traffic data (HRMTD) in real time. However, most of the vehicles on the roads are not connected with each other currently. The mixed traffic with connected-vehicles and unconnected-vehicles will exist in the next decades or even longer [14] . How to obtain HRMTD, meaning secondby-second (or at a higher frequency) of those unconnected road users and broadcast to the connected-vehicles is a challenge for transportation engineering [16] . The roadside LiDAR presents a good solution to collect the HRMTD of all road users on the road. The 360-degree rotating LiDAR is able to detect the objects with a 360-degree horizontal field of view (FOV). It can work in both days and nights regardless of the influence of light condition. The LiDAR can detect the surrounding objects then provide a cloud of points with the XYZ coordinates in high frequency (usually 5∼20 HZ, varies from different LiDAR manufacturers). With LiDAR sensors at intersections and along roads, HRMTD of each individual road user can be extracted and shared with other roadway users by wireless communication technologies [17] . Figure 1 shows an example of a roadside LiDAR data collection frame. The roadside LiDAR can detect all the objects in its scanned range, including ground points, buildings, trees, vehicles, and pedestrians.
To extract the HRMTD from the roadside LiDAR, the background points, including buildings, trees and ground points, need to be excluded firstly since the objects of interest of connected-vehicles are road users, rather than background points. This step is usually named background filtering in transportation. The background filtering is the basic step for processing the raw LiDAR data. The accuracy of the object clustering and tracking rely heavily on the accuracy of background filtering. The background points can be divided into two camps: static points and dynamic points. The static background points refer to the points that are relatively fixed in different timestamps, such as buildings and ground points. The dynamic background points refer to the points those may move within a limited distance in different timestamps, such as tree branches. The purpose of the background filtering is to keep the objects of interest as much as possible and to exclude the other irrelevant points (both static background points and dynamic background points) at the same time. For an automatic procedure, the essence of the background filtering issue is to train a classifier to distinguish background points and non-background points. However, the challenge is that the positions of the background points are not fixed in the roadside LiDAR data due to the occlusion issue or vibration of the LiDAR sensor. There have been a bunch of background filtering algorithms developed for airborne LiDAR and on-board LiDAR. For survey using airborne LiDAR data, the background points refer to ground surface. The ground surface detection has been relatively mature since several methods, such as Minimum Description Length (MDL) models, constrained spline functions, active contour models like snakes or geometrical thresholds for elevation differences, have been developed for ground surface detection [18] . Levinson et al. [19] used the depth information to exclude ground points for onboard LiDAR considering the fixed height of the LiDAR above the ground. This approach works well when the terrain is flat. Ai and Tsai also used the height information to distinguish the object of interest and other background points [8] . For airborne LiDAR and mobile LiDAR, the vegetation and buildings may be objects of interest. But for roadside LiDAR serving connected vehicles, vegetation and buildings are considered as background points and should be excluded during the background filtering step. Therefore, those above-mentioned background filtering algorithms could not be directly used for the roadside LiDAR. Some early studies related to background filtering for roadside LiDAR have been found in the literature. Ibisch et al. [20] proposed a 2D grid-based approach to separate the vehicles and background points for the roadside LiDAR. Space was divided into quadratic cells. Each cell can be identified as ''occupied'' or ''nonoccupied'' based on the LiDAR rays. This grid-based method was designed for vehicle detection in a parking garage, which means only static background points can be excluded. Tarko et al. [21] considered ground surface as background points and used the height information to exclude the ground points. Lee and Coifman [22] considered one frame without any road user as a reference frame for background filtering. Any points had the same position in the reference frame were identified as background points. Again, this method can only exclude static background points. More recently, Zhang et al. [23] developed a background filtering approach, named as data association (DA), for roadside LiDAR. They assumed that the dynamic background points had a relatively fixed motion track during different frames. Then by giving a threshold, the dynamic background points could be identified and excluded. However, this method required a manual selection of an initial frame. The authors also have several studies related to background filtering. In a very early study [17] , the authors raised up a density-based background filtering algorithm in 3D space (3D-DSF). Instead of finding a fix position for background points, the 3D-DSF divides the space into small cubes with an equal side length. Each cube can be identified as a background cube or non-background cube. By aggregating multiple frames into one space, those background cube contains more points than those non-background points. By giving a pre-defined threshold (TD), those background cubes can be identified. Any point found in those background cubes were considered as background points and excluded from the space. Later in [24] , the 3D-DSF were improved by giving a dynamic TD for different scenarios. The TD is influenced by two factors: distance to LiDAR and the existence of moving road users on the road. Dynamic values were provided for the areas with different distances to LiDAR and for different scenarios with or without moving road users. For the details of 3D-DSF, we refer the readers to [24] . Our developed 3D-DSF algorithm has been widely used for different applications of roadside LiDAR data processing, including lane identification, vehicle tracking, pedestrian detection, wildlife detection, vehicle classification, and safety assessment [25] - [33] . The major limitation for the 3D-DSF is that the accuracy can be dramatically reduced if vehicles stopped at intersections for a while [24] . For example, if one vehicle stopped at the intersection waiting for the traffic signal, the algorithm can easily consider the stopped vehicle as the background points since it did not move for a relatively long time. Another issue for 3D-DSF is the object occlusion problem. When one vehicle exists in the space, an occlusion area is created inevitably [14] . As a result, the number of points becomes zero in the cubes within the blocking area. Figure 2 illustrates the issue.
II. ROADSIDE LIDAR FOR HRMTD DATA COLLECTION
The HRMTD can be collected by conventional probe vehicles or connected vehicles with the GPS logging function [34] . However, probe vehicles or a low number of connected vehicles provide only sample data of the traffic fleet on roads, while the connected-vehicle applications need the data of all road users. The traditional traffic sensors such as loop detectors and cameras mainly provide macro traffic data such as traffic flow rates, average speeds (or spot speeds), and occupancy [35] . The performance of cameras can be greatly influenced by light conditions [36] . The most common approach for real-time traffic data collection is using active sensors such as radar-based method or Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)-based method. Radar has been widely used for object detection on autonomous vehicles [37] , [38] . The practice shows that radar can detect the object in a specific range due to a limited horizontal field of view [39] . A LiDAR can transmit and receives electromagnetic radiation at a higher frequency than radar [40] . The LiDAR can also provide a longer detection range than the other types of sensors [41] . Either airborne LiDAR or on-board LiDAR can only provide HRMTD of partial road users. As mentioned before, the connected-vehicles require HRMTD of each individual road user. The roadside deployment of LiDAR provides a solution for HRMTD collection of all road users. The major reason why LiDAR sensors were not widely used for roadside applications was due to the high historical price [28] . Fortunately, the price of LiDAR has dropped to a thousanddollar level in recent years. For example, the unit price of VLP-32c used to be more than $50,000. But in 2018, the authors can buy the VLP-32c with $3,999 per unit from the vendor. Although the price of LiDAR is still a little higher compared to the other traditional sensors currently, it's time to do pilot studies about the data processing algorithms for the roadside LiDAR. The LiDAR can be installed on the roadside permanently or temporarily, depending on different purposes [23] . Figure 2 shows two examples of roadside LiDAR installation. The LiDAR can be installed on a roadside infrastructure, such as on the top of a pedestrian signal in Figure 3 (a), for permanent HMRTD collection. It can also be installed on a tripod to collect short-term traffic data, as shown in Figure 3 (b) . The height of the LiDAR depends on the vertical FOV. For VLP-16 with a 30-degree vertical FOV, the recommended height is 7 ft∼ 9 ft above the ground [25] .
Our proposed background filtering algorithm can work for any rotating LiDAR sensor as long as the XYZ coordinates are reported. Though the algorithm does not rely on any specific brand of LiDAR sensor, we tested the algorithm using VLP-16 and VLP-32c. The major features of VLP-16 and VLP-32 are documented in Table 1 . 
III. RASTER-BASED ALGORITHM (RA)
The structure of RA is illustrated in Figure 4 . The RA contains four major parts: region of interest selection, rasterization, background area detection, and background array generation. The locations of the background are stored in an array. For the roadside LiDAR data, any point located in the array is considered as background.
A. REGION OF INTEREST SELECTION
Assume the max vertical angle is θ and the effective range of detection in the horizontal direction is d, the max effective vertical detecting height-h can be calculated with Equation 1.
The boundary of the region of interest (ROI) in vertical direction should be within ±h. In practice, the height of the roadside LiDAR is usually installed in a height-H (usually 7ft∼9ft) above the ground. Under this situation, the vertical range is from -H to H+h. Any points out of the boundary in Equation 2 can be directly excluded from the space. Where X and Y are the x-axis value and y-axis value of points, respectively. Excluding points out of ROI can reduce computation load for the following data processing steps [42] .
As mentioned before, the locations of the background points are not fixed in different frames, even though the location of the roadside LiDAR is relatively fixed. Therefore, directly identifying each background points in each frame is almost unrealistic. But the offset of those background points was small in general [31] . Motivated by the rasterization (converting vector to raster) in the imaging technology [43] - [45] , the LiDAR points in the space were firstly rasterized into small cubes instead of directly excluding the background points. The location of each cube can be stored in a M*M*N array.
where d is the horizontal detection range, L is the side Length of the cube, H is the height of the roadside LiDAR from the ground, and h is the max effective vertical detecting height of LiDAR. The rasterization is illustrated as follows. For each frame, the 3D space in ROI was chopped into small cubes with the same side length-L, which is similar to 3D-DSF. The selection of side length-L is critical, which can influence the accuracy and computational load of the M*M*N array generation. There are some tradeoffs for the selection of L. A higher value of L can increase the computational speed, but at the same time, will decrease the accuracy of background filtering (one cube may contain both background points and non-background points). A lower value of side length can enhance the accuracy of background filtering but will aggravate the computational load of the computer. In general, the side length of the cube should be larger than the resolution error of the LiDAR. The recommended side length is 0.1 m considering the computational load and the accuracy [24] . After space is rasterized, the focus of background filtering changed to identify the cubes representing background.
C. BACKGROUND AREA DETECTION
For one frame, without comparing to other frames, it is difficult to know which cube represents background when there are moving objects in the space. The DA method developed by Zhang et al. [23] manually selects one frame without any moving objects in the space as a reference frame (RF). Then any cube contains the points in the RF can be identified as the background cubes. The issue for this method is that this method could not exclude the dynamic background points effectively. Furthermore, for the road with heavy traffic volume, it is even unrealistic to manually find a frame without any moving objects. Therefore, the algorithm should focus on identifying the background locations in multiple frames, instead of in one frame. Tarko et al. [42] by analyzing the distance change of LiDAR points collected in 15 minutes to identify the background points. Distance readings recorded by each laser at each angle were grouped separately. The existence of moving objects can generate a shorter distance. Then any points with a distance less than a pre-defined threshold will be considered as the background points. This method requires the frames with low traffic volume as the input. When the traffic volume is heavy in the aggregated frames, the accuracy of this algorithm can be dramatically reduced. [42] , 3D-DSF also considered the point distribution in multiple frames. A threshold of point density per cube is defined to distinguish background cubes and non-background cubes. The challenge of identifying background cubes under heavy traffic volume (especially when the vehicle stopped at intersections) is left unsolved. Instead of focusing the value of point density in aggregated frames like 3D-DSF, the proposed RA algorithm used the change of the point density in multiple frames to identify those background cubes. The idea of RA is that though it is impossible to identify all the background area in one frame, identifying a partial background area is feasible. It is assumed that the non-background points will move in a relatively long time. For example, as long as the investigating time is longer than the red signal time at the intersection, the vehicles should move after red signal time or before the red signal starts, if spillback is not considered. Then by aggregating the background areas in different frames, the whole background area can be identified. The challenge here is how to identify background parts in each frame. An automatic background identification algorithm in each frame is proposed as follows.
Similar to Tarko et al.'s method
When one object enters the detection range of the LiDAR, compared to the previous frame, the point density of the cubes where the object occupies increases. At the same time, the point density of the occlusion area (if exist) decreases. For the other parts, the point density does not change. Figure 5 shows an example of the change of background point density in different frames with VLP-32c. In Figure 5 (a), a vehicle passed the non-background cubes from Frame 1 to Frame 7. The change of point density was obvious for different frames. The trend of the point density fits like a normal distribution. When there was no moving object in the non-background cubes, the point density was zero. The point density increases when the vehicle enters the cubes. The density decreased after reaching a peak value. When the vehicle passed all the cubes (at Frame 7), the point density of all the cubes went back to zero. Figure 5 (b) shows the point density distribution for those background cubes. For those background cubes, the point density change between different frames was tiny since there were no moving objects passing them. Table 2 further illustrates the frequency of the change of point density in different frames.
It is clearly shown that the change of point density (3 and 4) in two adjacent frames only occurred in non-background cubes. The change interval of all background cubes is less than or equal to 2. Therefore, the following criteria can be used to distinguish background cube and non-background cube.
With this criterion in Table 3 , the background cubes and suspect non-background cubes can be divided. Here the term ''suspect non-background cube'' is used since some suspect non-background cubes may be background cubes. Due to the occlusion issue, the feature of the background cubes in the occluded part may also meet the criteria. For the occlusion part, when they are occluded by the moving objects, the point density goes to zero. If the point density of the background is high, when the occlusion disappears, the change of the point density can be also larger than 2. Therefore, further efforts need to be conducted to distinguish non-background cubes and background cubes in the suspect non-background cubes. For the occlusion part, we assumed that in a relatively long time (15 minutes-9000 frames if the rotating frequency is 10 HZ), the occlusion issue only occurred in a low percentage. In the number of frames when the cube has a zero point density can be recorded as NCD0 and the number of frames when the cube has a positive point density can be recorded as NCD+. If NC0>NCD+, this cube is considered as background. Otherwise, this is a non-background cube.
IV. CASE STUDY
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the raster-based algorithm is compared to the state-of-the-art. Two methods: 3D-DSF and Data Association (DA) [23] are selected to represent the newest background filtering algorithms for roadside LiDAR data. The performance of the VOLUME 7, 2019 three methods was compared by processing the LiDAR data collected at different sites.
A. INTERSECTION WITH HEAVY TRAFFIC VOLUME
The intersection-N Virginia St@ 15th Street is a signalized intersection in Reno, Nevada which was selected as the heavy traffic volume testbed. The annual average daily traffic (AADT) on N Virginia St is 11000 vehicles. During peak hours, even every frame have vehicles on the road. For 3D-DSF, 1500 frames (150 seconds) were used for training the background. An initial frame is selected manually as a reference frame for DA. Figure 6 shows the before-and-after background filtering for the three different methods. The data were collected during the peak hour. In the frame, there were 8 vehicles (V1∼V8) in the space. As shown in Figure 6 (b), most background points were excluded by RA and all vehicles were left in the space. However, for 3D-DSF, only 6 vehicles (V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, and V6) can be seen after background filtering, as shown in Figure 6 (c). V7 and V8 were missing owing to they stopped at the intersection. There were more points left in the space using 3D-DSF compared to RA. The frame with four vehicles (Vehicle A∼D) in Figure 6 (d) was selected as the reference frame for DA. There were seven vehicles left in the frame after DA filtering. V3 was missing since its location coincided with the location of Vehicle C in the reference frame. Furthermore, the length of V6 was shorter compared to the results of the other two methods since there were some overlap between the location of V6 and Vehicle B. Figure 6 shows that for background filtering at intersections with heavy traffic volume, RA performs best among the three investigated methods.
B. ROBUSTERNESS TO PACKET LOSS
Packet loss refers to the situation that parts of points cloud are missing in the LiDAR data. Packet loss is usually due to the instability of the LiDAR or the communication issue between the LiDAR and the computer. The location of missing packet varies in different frames. Background filtering for the LiDAR data with packet loss can be a challenge. The freeway-I80 near Elko, Nevada were selected for background filtering since the collected data contains a lot of packet loss. Figure 7 shows an example of background filtering with packet loss using three different methods. Since this is a rural freeway, the traffic volume is low, it is possible to identify a frame without any vehicle and without packet loss issue at the same time, as shown in Figure 7 (d). Figure 7 (b) and Figure 7 (e) shows the performance of RA and DA is similar. Most background points were excluded and one vehicle left in the space using RA and DA. However, for 3D-DSF, even the vehicle was also left in the space, a lot of ground points were also left around the vehicle. This is caused by the packet loss in the aggregated frames at this location. The high percentage of packet loss at this location decreased the point density in the cubes and the point density of background cubes could not meet the threshold in 3D-DSF. As a result, the background cubes were misclassified as non-background cubes. Therefore, RA still performs best compared to the state-ofthe-art methods.
C. MULTIPLE TRAFFIC USERS
Other than vehicles, pedestrians are another major road users on the road. Pedestrians should be kept in the space after background filtering. Baring Blvd is selected as the multiple traffic users case in Northeastern Reno. Since it is close to Reed High School, a lot of students walk along or cross Baring Blvd during lunch time. Figure 8 shows the results of background filtering at Baring Blvd using three different methods. The results of the three methods were similar. Both RA and DA can keep 53 pedestrians and 19 vehicles after background filtering, while 3D-DSF can keep 52 pedestrians and 18 vehicles in the space. Overall, all the three methods can handle the situation with mixed traffic road users.
D. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
The quantitative comparison of the three methods is documented in Table 4 . At each site, 20 frames were randomly selected for checking. For each frame, the background points and non-background points were manually identified. For the background points, the performance of the three methods is similar. The RA has a slightly higher accuracy than 3D-DSF and DA. All the three methods can exclude more than 98% of background points in the three sites. For the vehicle excluded percentage, 3D-DSF generates the highest error among the three methods, especially at the intersection. The accuracy of RA has the highest overall accuracy. For the computational load, 3D-DSF requires more than 25 minutes for initialization, while RA only requires 20 minutes (in general). The major difference for the use of computational load is that 3D-DSF needs to aggregate all the frames into one space and DA requires to manually select the reference frame, while RA does not require those steps. The platform used to run the three algorithms is a Dell desktop with i7-4900 CPU and 16 GB of RAM. For the real-time data processing, the time used to exclude background for each frame is 100 ms using RA, 100 ms using 3D-DSF, and 250 ms using DA, respectively. The limited time cost can guarantee RA exclude the background points in real-time for HRMTD collection.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a raster-based algorithm for background filtering serving roadside LiDAR sensor. The proposed algorithm identifies the background cubes in the space by analyzing the change of point density per cube in different frames. The developed algorithm can guarantee the high accuracy of background filtering under heavy traffic volume and is non-sensitive to stopped vehicles at intersections. The rasterbased algorithm is also robust for packet-loss situations. Compared to the state-of-the-art, the proposed algorithm can provide higher accuracy but use less computational memory. The raster-based algorithm can be used for real-time background filtering for connected-vehicles and other transportation applications.
There are some further works regarding improving the accuracy of the raster-based algorithm. The selection of RA initialization time needs further investigation. The recommended value-15 minutes is based on the authors' multiple testing using the data under different scenarios. An automatic procedure to select the initialization time with different traffic volume will be developed in the next step. The training data and testing data used only rotating LiDAR data. In theory, the raster-based algorithm can also work for solid LiDAR. But the authors' team did not have solid LiDAR data for testing. Testing the developed algorithm with solid LiDAR is expected to be conducted for future studies. The proposed algorithm could not exclude the hazes and snowflakes under severe weather (snowing or foggy weather) for the roadside LiDAR. Previous studies already showed that the performance of LiDAR decreased in the harsh environment [40] , [46] . Integration of LiDAR, radar, and camera data may provide a robust detection system for real-time transportation practices. Therefore, how to use the data collected from other sensors to improve the accuracy of background filtering is also an interesting topic for the studies in the future.
